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Dear Friends,

Looking back at 2022, it was a year filled with trials and tribulations, as each year seems to bring, but also successes, victories, and celebration for feminist movements worldwide.

2022 brought with it global conflict, notably Russia’s illegal invasion of Ukraine in February. Because of our deep ties to feminist movements in the country, within the first few weeks of the invasion, we were able to help thousands evacuate the country, get access to hard-to-come by supplies and resources, sustain local businesses, and tell the stories of resistance and resilience. Our support for Ukrainian activists and those across the region continued throughout the year, and will continue as long as the war goes on, once the fighting ends, and when rebuilding and healing begins.

Beyond Ukraine, we supported feminist activists in other regions responding to threats to bodily autonomy and reproductive rights, the ever-worsening climate crisis, closing civil society spaces, and ongoing violence against marginalized groups, including trans, nonbinary, persons with disabilities, and communities of color.

As the urgency to act grew, feminist movements swelled, building power in strength and numbers.

Woven throughout our work in 2022 was the concept of care, an essential component to sustaining feminist movements against the burnout and frustration that comes from standing up to injustice. In this report you’ll read about an organization in Ukraine that created a retreat shelter in Poland for activists impacted by the war, a group in Turkey helping to improve the resilience and wellbeing of climate activists, and an organization in the American Midwest hosting a week-long summit for trans youth to provide support and care at a time of mounting threats and hostility.

As always, there is darkness in the world - conflict, natural disasters, and threats to human rights - yet, our global network of feminist activists continue to seek the light, each day working for justice, equality, and a better world for all.

In solidarity,

Kate Kroeger | Executive Director, Urgent Action Fund for Women’s Human Rights

MOBILIZE WITH US AT @URGENTACTIONFUND URGENTACTIONFUND @URGENTACT
2022 BY THE NUMBERS

468 GRANTS AWARDED
$5,138,965 MONEY AWARDED
42 COUNTRIES GRANTED IN
Russia’s sudden invasion of Ukraine in February 2022 displaced 14 million people, triggering the region’s largest humanitarian crisis since World War II and adding more difficulties to a world already reeling from the damage and stressors of the COVID-19 pandemic.

The impact of this conflict is disproportionately experienced by internally displaced people and marginalized groups such as female-headed households, Roma people, LGBTQI+ people, and persons with disabilities.

Since the war broke out, UAF has been supporting women, trans, and non-binary people in Ukraine and the surrounding region, utilizing our network to get resources quickly to feminist activists and their communities. Our model of rapid response funding was built for moments like this, where quick infusions of funding can help address immediate and urgent needs. UAF is committed to flexibility and responsiveness, and continues to listen to and learn from all of our partners and advisors in Ukraine and the surrounding areas in Eastern Europe.

“UAF’s support has been a lifeline for our feminist organization, allowing us to continue our critical work in the face of numerous challenges and obstacles. Your commitment to supporting women’s rights and gender equality has made a real difference in the lives of those we serve.”

— UAF grantee, The Women for the Future
BY THE NUMBERS

161 Grants
Totalling $2,856,800
Average Grant Size $17,744

Countries Awarded In: 15
Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Georgia, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Poland, Moldova, Serbia, Sweden, Romania, Ukraine & UK

69 Grants provided to distinct populations

59 Grants Awarded to Organizations with LGBTQI LEADERSHIP

IMMIGRANTS  REFUGEES  SEX WORKERS  LGBTQI  WOMEN/ GIRLS WITH DISABILITIES  RURAL WOMEN  ETHNIC MINORITIES
A UAF grant supported The Women’s Network for Dialogue and Inclusive Peace, a group of Ukrainian activists working with women affected by fighting in the Donbas region of Ukraine. These activists are on the front lines of the conflict, providing aid and support to those affected by the violence. The significant toll of this work and the trauma faced by activists have led to burnout and exhaustion, making the creation of a safe and healing space for respite essential. The Women’s Network for Dialogue and Inclusive Peace used the funds for a retreat house in Poland, where activists can go to rest and recover. Now up to 15 people a month can be hosted at the center.
THE POWER OF STORYTELLING
Storytelling can be a powerful tool to raise awareness in times of injustice or crisis. It allows people to identify with and feel empathy towards someone else’s experience. Firsthand accounts expose injustice, decrease stigmatization and encourage more people to share their stories. In Austria, UAF supported a grantee to gather and showcase 100 stories from women impacted by the war throughout Ukraine in an exhibition. The exhibition, “My Voice Means Something: Ukrainian Women About War,” was developed with the House of Austrian History. It opened on August 22, 2022 in Vienna. Seven women whose stories were featured in the exhibit were able to personally participate and speak with visitors. The exhibition drew attention to the impact of the Ukraine war on women and increased the visibility of their struggles in Europe.

SUPPORT FOR THE LONG TERM
As the war continues, we aim to continue to resource the resilience of feminist movements in Ukraine by enhancing the collective care, protection, and survival of feminist activists, particularly those from and advocating for marginalized communities, and by supporting the sustenance of their activism and organizing efforts. When the war ends, we will support feminist activists as they rebuild, cope with the outcomes of the conflict, and rehabilitate their communities.
In September 2022, UAF launched the second round of our Feminist Innovation Fund, calling for proposals from groups aiming to amplify the transformative work of women, trans, and gender diverse activists working at the intersection of gender justice, environmental and climate justice, and collective care.

We understand how critical these groups are in identifying and implementing essential solutions to the climate crisis through a justice lens, and also know how little funding is currently available at the intersection of gender and environmental justice work.

Through the Feminist Innovation Fund, we were able to provide support to feminist activists who are tackling the ever-growing climate and ecological crisis through the lenses of collective care, healing justice, and with a holistic well-being approach.
FEMINIST INNOVATION FUND

OVER

$450k
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24
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The Deniz Yıldızı Women Solidarity Association is an organization in Turkey that works through local networks to educate women about ecology and connect the environmental and women’s rights movements. During the pandemic meetings continued virtually but momentum slowed. Post-pandemic, the organization used a grant from UAF to re-launch in-person meetings, strengthen communications, and make public health and climate justice common topics of public debate throughout Turkey.
The CLIMA Fund, a collaboration among Urgent Action Fund, Thousand Currents, Grassroots International, and Global Greengrants Fund, mobilizes resources to support grassroots solutions to the climate crisis.

Three years after the release of our acclaimed report, *Soil to Sky: Climate Solutions That Work*, a second report was published in 2022, called *Soil to Sky: Climate Solutions That Transform*. This second edition provides further evidence that grassroots movements are best positioned to shift the global food and energy sectors from the dominant extractive models to regenerative ones and uplifts the solutions that have the potential to mitigate and reverse the most urgent crisis of our time.
THE OVERTURN OF ROE V WADE AND OUR RESPONSE

In June 2022, the United States Supreme Court reversed Roe v Wade, a decision that protected the right to an abortion without government interference. As a result, states across the country began limiting access to reproductive care. Since the reversal, UAF has funded activists across the country aiming to protect bodily autonomy and reproductive rights.

In September 2022, UAF supported The Feminist Front, an organization building a grassroots, national, intersectional, and intergenerational feminist movement led by youth of color. In response to the statewide ban of abortion in Arizona, the group planned to provide immediate out-of-state support for Arizonans in need of abortion and reproductive care, while challenging the cultural and political power of anti-abortion politicians and institutions. They created abortion resource guides, encouraged youth and people of color in Arizona to register to vote, and commissioned youth of color artists for a series tying the issue of abortion to community organizing and civic engagement.
US FEMINIST MOVEMENTS IN 2022:
PROTECTING BODILY AUTONOMY & DEMOCRACY

INFUSING CARE INTO CHALLENGING OPPRESSIVE SYSTEMS

Since 2016, the political conditions in the United States have become overwhelmingly violent and oppressive. The alternative right has become increasingly organized and emboldened. The need for rapid response grantmaking to support and protect feminist activists who are fighting for radical systems change continues to grow, and Urgent Action Fund is stepping up to listen and support our grantee partners across the country.

United Working Families, recruits, trains, and helps Black & Latinx candidates run for office while also supporting initiatives that benefit the working class—particularly Black, Latinx, and female-identifying individuals. The group used a grant from UAF to fund a get-out-the-vote campaign in Chicago, supporting the passage of the ‘Treatment Not Trauma’ bill. Treatment Not Trauma is a campaign to set up a non-police emergency response system and to operate it by reopening the city-run mental health clinics that were closed in 2011. This is a feminist issue because mental health issues including anxiety, depression, and PTSD, disproportionately impact women and LGBTQI people, BIPOC communities and other structurally excluded groups.
Our vision is for feminist leadership and activism to be at the forefront of the current moment, leading the charge around finding and implementing effective solutions, and also for women, trans, and gender expansive activists to be protected, sustained, and amplified in their transformative organizing.

Transformations Security is a Midwest-based organization that supports capacity building and leadership development among trans communities of color, particularly trans young women of color and trans and nonbinary young people. With the ongoing and growing violence against trans women of color and trans and nonbinary femmes of color, the organization provided a week-long healing summit for Midwestern trans-BIPOC leaders to connect, participate in leadership and skill-building workshops, and grow resilience in community.
In 2022 and in the years ahead, Urgent Action Fund aims to continue our efforts supporting feminist activists working to protect democracy and participatory governance, advance Black and Indigenous leadership, and strengthen environmental and climate justice and collective care efforts in the United States.

Additionally, while maintaining a national scope, our US grantmaking will focus on moving resources to three strategic regions: The Southeast, the Southwest, and the Midwest. These regions have been historically underfunded by US philanthropy, which has concentrated resourcing on the coasts and overlooked states with some of the most regressive policies. Yet feminist movements in these states have developed some of the most promising and innovative strategies for change.
As feminist movements continue to face complex and interwoven crises around the world, the Urgent Action Sister Funds increased our collective grantmaking by 45% in 2022, disbursing $13.6 million through 1,835 grants in 123 countries. Illustrating both the steep uptick in resistance facing human rights defenders and the agility of the Urgent Action Funds in responding to defenders in precarious contexts, nearly all of our grantmaking happened in countries experiencing shrinking civic space.

Beyond our grantmaking, the Sister Funds also launched our global research on collective care, a publication which uplifts the voices, ideas, and experiences of 141 feminist defenders across 63 countries to illustrate how critical collective care is to the resilience of feminist movements.

The Urgent Action Sister Funds represent the only global consortium of independent feminist funds with a mission to sustain feminist activism worldwide by rapidly responding to the needs of women, trans, and non-binary human rights defenders and their movements. Along with Urgent Action Fund for Women’s Human Rights, the Sister Funds include UAF-Africa, UAF Asia & Pacific, and UAF Latin America & the Caribbean.
2022 FINANCIALS

ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS</td>
<td>19,600,609</td>
<td>19,856,946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INVESTMENTS</td>
<td>12,108,385</td>
<td>4,119,165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTRIBUTIONS AND GRANTS RECEIVABLE, NET</td>
<td>7,208,812</td>
<td>9,733,293</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREPAID EXPENSES AND OTHER ASSETS</td>
<td>29,565</td>
<td>40,234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTY AND EQUIPMENT, NET</td>
<td>26,027</td>
<td>2,022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ASSETS</td>
<td>38,973,398</td>
<td>33,751,660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

LIABILITIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES</td>
<td>620,980</td>
<td>213,443</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRANTS PAYABLE</td>
<td>10,113,983</td>
<td>9,985,980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL LIABILITIES</td>
<td>10,734,963</td>
<td>10,199,423</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NET ASSETS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2022</th>
<th>2021</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WITHOUT DONOR RESTRICTIONS</td>
<td>8,570,712</td>
<td>9,634,563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITH DONOR RESTRICTIONS</td>
<td>19,667,723</td>
<td>13,917,674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL NET ASSETS</td>
<td>28,238,435</td>
<td>23,552,237</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS</td>
<td>38,973,398</td>
<td>33,751,660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL REVENUES & SUPPORT $18,891,339

TOTAL EXPENSES $13,681,325

53% INDIVIDUAL DONORS
36% FOUNDATION GRANTS
11% GOVERNMENT GRANTS

85% PROGRAM
8% MANAGEMENT & GENERAL
7% FUNDRAISING
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RAISA BORSCHCHIGOVA | Senior Program Officer
MICHELLE R. | Senior Finance Officer
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SOMER NOWAK | Senior Collective Care Officer
ELSAA SAADE | Program Officer
MAYLOTT MILUGETA | Program Officer US/Canada
BELGUUN “BELLA” BAT-ERDENE | Grants Officer
CEILIA TURNER | Partnerships Managing Officer
KEISHLA GONZALEZ-QUILES | Communication Coordinator
SAMARIA JOHNSON | Development Operations Coordinator
INDIA ADAMS | Board and Executive Coordinator
NIA SCOTT-HAMILTON | Human Resources Coordinator
DANIELLE POINȚDUJOUR | Human Resources Officer
ALLISON S. | Operations & Systems Officer
GRACE YUEN | Finance Coordinator

BOARD

PATRICIA VISEUR SELLERS | Chair
MARYAM AL-KHAWAJA | Vice Chair
DORIANNA BLITT | Treasurer
CHARLOTTE BUNCH | Secretary
RUTH BALDACCHINO
PAOLA SALWAN DAHER
VAL NAPOLEON
WANDA NOWICKA
MILENA ABRAHAMYAN
DONORS

DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS, FOUNDATIONS, AND GOVERNMENTS

Anonymous
Achievers
Aditi Fund
ALAC Walker Charitable Gifting
Aloha Foundation
Amalgamated Foundation
Anchor Point Gift Fund of Bradley A. Feld and M. Amy Batchelor
Andy Rosenshine Donor Advised Fund
Arcus Foundation
Argosy Foundation
Ariel Thilenius
Associação Waking Life
Astraea Lesbian Foundation for Justice
Barker-Shaw Charitable Giving Fund
Belote-Morgan Family Foundation
Betsy Hoody
Brian Porteus Blake Fund
Bright Funds Foundation
Cairns Fund
Carton Fund
Cascades Women’s Club
Chanel Foundation
Channel Foundation
CLIMA Fund
Cook Family Giving Fund
Count Me In!
CPA Donation Fund
Dead Feminists Fund
DeBare Family Fund
Directions For Rural Action Fund
Dyhardt Fund
Eliana Marcus-Tyler Giving Fund
Eric Oppenheimer Family Foundation
Erika Leaf Fund
Fancy LLC
Fidelity Charitable
DONORS

DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS, FOUNDATIONS, AND GOVERNMENTS

Ford Foundation
Forest Trust Charitable Fund
Foundation for a Just Society
Friedman/Meyer Fund of The San Francisco Foundation
Gates Foundation
girls just wanna have funD of Horizons Foundation
GMCF - Butler Community Fund
Good Today
Green Fund
Harrington Family Fund
Hearthland Embers Fund
Helen Schmidt Hardman Charitable Lead Annuity Trust
Henry J. Kaiser Family Foundation
Hixson Family Charitable Fund
Honey Hive Fund
Houssian Family Foundation
James F McGuire Fund
Jane R. Marcus and Johnson M. Tyler Gift Fund
Janet and Stanley Kane Family Foundation
Janna Bilski Fund
Jill Ertl Fund
Jorge Alberto Suris and Noreen Zayas-Suris
Joseph Davola and Melinda Wiswell Charitable Fund
Kum & Go Charitable Fund
Lederer Foundation
The Leichtner Family Fund
Levi Strauss Foundation
Linda Peri
Lindquist and Buckbee Family Charitable Fund
Lora L. and Martin N. Kelley Family Foundation Trust
Lumpkin Family Foundation
Mama Cash
Mari Mennel-Bell’s Donor Advised Fund of the Community Foundation of Broward
Marissa C. Wesely Fund
Mark Butler, Butler Community Fund
Elston Charitable Fund
McCollister Charitable Fund
Megan Selland Fund
Meredith K Nethery
The Minc Family Fund
Miranda Family Fund
Nanci Garoon Leigner Charitable Gift Fund
National Collaborative for Women’s History Sites
Shannon Dabek Fund
O’Hanlan-Walker Fund of Horizons Foundation
Pannonia Foundation
Patty and Paul Walnick Charitable Fund
Prodanov Family Charitable Fund
ProtectDefender.eu
Quicksilver Fund
Ray and Dagmar Dolby Fund
Red Hat
Remind Women+ Group
Riverside Gives Fund

Rockefeller Foundation
Rocking Moon Foundation
Rollie and Josie Heath Family Fund
Rony and Catherine Shimony Philanthropic Fund of the Jewish Communal Fund
Rooster Teeth
Ross Family Fund
S. D. Ringey Charitable Fund
Sandy Weil
Schultz Family Fund of the Philadelphia Foundation
SheBeSki Fund
Sobell and Mularkey Giving Fund
Sobelstein Fund
Sofer Family Fund
Studio for Media Activism and Critical Thought
Sulzberger Perpich Family Fund
Sunrise Fund
Tate Family Foundation Fund of the Community Foundation of Broward
DONORS

DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS, FOUNDATIONS, AND GOVERNMENTS

The Anne Beaven and Margaret Louey Charitable Fund
The Benedek Johnson Charitable Fund
The CarMax Foundation
The Coleman Foundation
The Emergent Fund
The Flamboyan Fund
The Future Fund of Horizons Foundation
The Hearthland Foundation
The Janet Lockhart McCune and John Robison McCune Fund of Horizons Foundation
The Joan and David Hadden Charitable Gift Account
The Lumpkin Family Foundation
The Melody and Chris Malachowsky Family Fund
The Mize Family Foundation
The Nathan Cummings Foundation
The Patricia Langer and Barry Weprin Charitable Fund
The Rose and Lee Epstein Family Giving Fund
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Tides Foundation
tiny philanthropy factory, Kelly Kelbel, Anthony Rolando
Twanda Foundation
Tyler L. Rigg Memorial Foundation
Underdog Fund of the Common Counsel Foundation
Wendy’s Wish Giving Fund
Werner Family Giving Fund
Wexler-Beron Family Philanthropic Fund
William M. and Miriam F. Meehan Foundation
Swedish International Development Agency
Alpha Omega Integration
Apple
Ariel Loves
ARSN The Label Inc.
Bank of America Charitable Gift Fund
Centric Brands
Chronicle Books
Elevate97 / Women Helping Women
Harrington Investments, Inc.
Laura Devine Solicitors Ltd
Marquee Brands LLC

Mother Tongue Magazine
Mythical Entertainment
ODD London Ltd
Patagonia
Stella Nova, Inc
The Dorchester
Turquoise Health
VIRTIRA Consulting
Wheelhouse Cycle / Nadine Hogan
Yevu Clothing
Katia Aubin
Sarah Avila
Margaret Ayub
Johanna Azis
Syamim Azman
Radia Azrhar
Naveen B.
Kayla Babcock
Yolanda Bables
Alison Babula
Patricia Baggett
Nancy Bagnulo
Emily Bahnsen
Farhad Bahrehmand
Claire Bailey
Kara Baillargeon
Catherine Baker
Jana Baker
Jithesh Balakrishnan
Ruth Baldacchino
Jean Balgrosky
Samantha Balinski
Meredith Ball
Roi Ball
Sarah Balliet
Sherri Balzer
Denise Banach
Kara Bancroft
Davide Banfi
Brenda Bannon
Lindsey Barcebal-Doyle
Jennifer Barclay
Sophia Bardenfleth
Elizabeth Barger
Anne Barker
Cindy Barlow
Kara Barnes
Kim Barnes
Amanda Barnett
Christy J. Barrett
Mattia Barro
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Christine Barros
Aileen Barry
Kathleen Barry and Bob Burnett
Marty Barry
Thierry Barston
Julie Barta
Virginia Bartenstein
Margot C. Baruch
Li Basagic
Ajay Basra
Rebecca Bass
Daisy Bassen
Terrice Bassler
Faeda Batchelder
Erin Baudo Felter
Ann Bauman
Annika Baumann
Emma Baumhofer
Colleen Beach
Jeffrey Bean
Sofia Beas
Kathleen M Beauchemin
AnyA Beaumont
Angelina Becerra
Alexis Bechtol
Harjaneet Bedi
Jessica Beegle
Anna Beerstra
Hannah Behm
Alex Behr
Heidi Belongia
Paige Bender
Ruth Bender and Dan Sheline
Amy Benigno
Kate Benjamin
Ella Bennett
Hannah Bennett
Katie Bennett
Rebecca Bennett
Emily Bennington
Laura Benoit
Lori Benson
Jessica Benz
Robin Berenstain
Jocelyn Berger
Nadine Berger
Joanne Berghold
Jessica Bergman
Sarah Berhanu
Lindsey Berk
Gabriel Bermudez
Merino
Michelle Bernier
Brook Bernini
David Bernstein
Jonathan Bernstein
Elizabeth Berrey
Christel Berthelot
David Betczynski
Neel Bhattacharyya
Diana Bickford
Dorothee Bienzle
Nishchala Bijju
Nancy Billica and
Brian Vickers
Christi Billings
Brooke Bilyeu
Zsofia Bindes
Tom Bisbee
Julia Bishop
Kate Bishop
Linda Bishop
Diana Bizjak
Josh Black
Kelly D. Blackmon
Tammy Blackwell
Ben Blair
Amy Blakeley
Barbara Blatter
Lise Blaurock
Bethany L. Blaydoe
Marlen Blazevic
Jennifer Bledsoe
Jane Bleeg
Jacqualyn
Blizzard-Caron
Lisa Block
Erin Blood
Raina Bloom
Jen Bluestein
Karen Bocaling Lapis
Engin Bodur
Dan Boerman
Katie Bogenrief
Manon Bogerd-Wada
Matthew Bogert
Erin Bohn
Anastasia Bohonos
Taylor Boland
Joseph Bolduc
Mikaela Bolek
Emily Bolevice
Mackenzie Bolger
Margaret Bombard
Ken Bond
Marissa Bond
Christopher Bonilla
Kelly Bonnar
Michael Bonsall
Ndeonika Booker
Jordan Lloyd Bookey
Grace Boone
Lena Borchardt
Christina Borella
Jillian Bornak
Clara Bosco
Jim Boss
Katherine Bossler
Miroslav Botur
Lindsay Boudreau
Lisa Bourcier
Hajar El Bourki
Sarah Boutwell
Kathy Bovello
Jennifer Bowden
Katie Bowen
Heather Bower
Anne Bowhay
Holly Bowman
Kristina Boyce
Deborah Boyer
Jennifer Brabander
Leondra Brackett
Anne Bradley
Clodagh Brady
Julia Brand
Tess Brandt
Lisa Bray
Sandra Breber
Caitlin Breedlove
Lynn Breedlove
Andrea Breiling
Margaret Brennan
Ruth Brenner
Celeste Brevard
Jamie Brewer
Mia Briones
Linda Briskin
Charles Britz
Dawn Brockett
Joy Brockman
Lilly Broderick
Anne-Wil Broersma
Julia Brokaw
Robert Bromley
Joann Bronson
Amber Brookman, Jr.
Claire Brown
David Brown
Isobel Brown
Jayne Brown
Julie Brown
Kathy Brown
Megan Brown
Zack Brown
Hilary Brown-Smith
Sharon Browning
Sandra Brumbaum
Lee Brunatti
Justine Brunett
Sören Brunk
Matthew Brunker
Judy Bruno
Margaret Bruskewicz
Cherie Bryant
Elizabeth Bryant
Jane Brzozowski
Virisila Buadromo
Heather Bubnis
Tina Buch
Hayley Buchbinder
Charlotte Bunch and Roxanna Carillo
Monica Burba
Jane Burke
Meghan Burke
Lisamaria Burkhard
Serena Burman
Jacqueline Burns
Jessica Burstein
Emma Burt
Lisa Burton
Rachel Bush
Heidi Busslinger
Jackelyn Butcher
Julia Butler
Karen Butler
Kathy Butler
Lacy Butler
Sharon B. Butler
Jennifer Butterbrodt
Mary Buttitta
Karen Byars
Erik Byrd
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INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS
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Annette Price
JoAnn Priore
Florian Prischl
Kayleen Pritchard
Crystal Proenza
Laura Pronovost
Beth Prospero
Linda Prosser
Amanda Proud
Abigail Prout
Adriana Pulido
Rebekah Pulsipher
Venkata Punyapu
Randi Purser
Aihui Qin
Gail Quan
Makeda Queen
Jaslyn Quek
Fulvia Quilici
Matteucci
Anna Quinn
Katherine Quinn
Jonathan Quinteros
Nadira Quraishi
Yuvasri R.
Bahman and Mona Rabii
Brooke Raboutou
Melody Radmacher
Sheli Radoshitzky
Cynthia Radthorne
Raya Raeva
Reuben Raff
Mary Ragan
Catherine Rainford
Charlene H. Rallo
Pat Ralston
Rashmi Ramachandra
Kannan Ramanathan
Karolina Ramos
Katherine Ramos
Kelly Ran
Stephanie Rand
Joan Randall
Kimberly Randolph
Anshum Rankawat
Sarah Ransdell
Amie Ranum
Cathy Raphael
Jonathan Raphael
Amy Rapport
Katharine Rase
Lana Rasmussen
Lorrie Ray
Yusuf Raza
Madeline Rea
Anna Reade
Kate Reardon
Virginia Reardon
Talia Recht
Meredith Redding
Phani Reddy
Marie Reed
Catherine Reese
Melissa Reese
Anya Reeve
Michelle Reeves
Jennifer Rego
Rob Reiber
David Reichbaum
Katerina Reilly
Gillian Reimers
Christine Reiners
Viviane Reis
Christine Renaud
Kathleen C. Rentsch
Jill Repaaky
Ashley Relrie
Christine Rey
Jamie Reyes
Liza Reyes
Regina Reyes
Sierra Reyes
Amy Reyniers
Ileigh Reynolds
Maryam Rezapoor
Shannon Richezza
Alexa Riccio
Caitlin Rice
Patricia Rich
Juliana Richard
Lizbeth Richards
Wayne Richardson
Leah Richmond
Roxanne Rickert
Rachel Ridealgh
Alice Ridge
Carole Riesenberg
Maria Riley
Mimi Ringness
Courtney Rioux Hubbard
Alfonso Rivera
Ethyl Rivera
Julie Rivera
Sarah Robarts
Sean Robbins
Mary Robbs
Carlene Roberts
Christina Roberts
Elizabeth Roberts
Dr. Michelle Roberts
Barbara C. Robinson
St. Robinson
Barbara J. Robinson
Miguel Antonio Rocha Gomez
Susan Roche
Amanda Rockwood
Katherine Rodda
Diane C. Rode
Kathryn Rodenmeyer
Michaela Rodeno
Gloria Rodgers
Elisabeth Roesc
Rebecca Roettges
Jennifer Rogers
Kathy Rokni
Kira Romano
Natalie Romer
Meghan Roney
Kristen Roosa
Desa Roscoe
Lily Rose
Wakanda Rose
Elizabeth Rosendale
Amy Rosenthal
David Rosner
Deborah Rosner
Kevin Ross and Jennifer Ross
Rachel Ross
Sophie Ross
Chloe Rossen
Cynthia Rothschild
Brooke and Justin Rothshank
Debra Roventini
David Ruben and Nancy Englander
Charlotte Rubin
Jane Rudy
Marissa Ruelas
Ellin Ruffner
Jennifer Ruggia
Dee Rumford
Deborah Rummelhart
Agne Rupkute
Christina Rushton
Alice Russell
Anne Russell
Hershel Russell
Amy Russo
Colleen Russo
DONORS

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Anna Ryan
Erica Ryan
Robert Ryan
Stefanie L. Ryan
Patricia Ryden
Kelly Ryu
Joyce Sabel
Dana Sacks
Sabrina Sacks Mann
Wayne Sadlowski
Claudia Sadoff
Alexander Safford
Chloe Saifer
Laurie Sagaly
ElsieAnn
Sager-knopf
Stacey Saggese
Christine Sahai
Pankaj Sahu
Mathias Saier
Eisuke Saito
Juan Salas
Andrea Salazar
Tahir Saleem Sheikh
Uriel Salischiker
Schwartz
Nicole Salla
Marilyn Saltus
Sarah Saltzberg
Joann Sam
Nicholas Sammond
Richard Samson
Suzanne Samuel
Isabella Sanchez
Pimienta
Danielle Sanchick
Tomo Sandeman
Cindy Sangalang
Meet Sanghvi
Eduardo Santiago
Veronica Santiago
Benedicte Santoire
Marlene Santoyo
Juliana Saragosa
Lindsay Sardina
Tiffany Saria
Kinkini Sarkar
Sabine Sarma
Layla Sastry
Mai Sato
Jean Saul
Benjamin Saunders
Robert Saunders
Meredith Sauderson
Aleksandr Saveljev
Kathleen Saxon
Alesia Scarabellin
Annaliese
Scott
Elizabeth Schaaf
Courtney R. Schank
Genevieve Schettino
Bradley Scheuer
Robin and Jennifer
Schiller
Esther Schilling
Anna Schissel
Evelyne Schmid
Weibl
Caitlin Schmidt
Chelsea Schmidt
Kevin Schmidt
Stephanie Schneider
Kristen Schnep
Katie Schoelen
Holger Schöning
Valerie Schrader
Phil Schraeder
Diana Schroeder
Josephine Schrott
Katherine Schubart
Mari Schuldt
Karen Schuler
Madeleine Schulman
Shawn Michael
Schulson
Brian Schultz
Linda Schultz
Robert Schultz
Courtney
Schumacher
Amy Schumer
Eva Schunk
Anna Schwab
Vicki Schwab
Kim Schwartz
Rachel Schwartz
Susan Schwartz
Martin Schwind
Tina Sciabica
Amelia Scott
Anastasia Scott
Carol Scotty
Nick Scown
Annie Scranton
Kathryn Seaman
Jamie Sebaal
Follen See
Pam Seeley
Estelle H. Segal
DONORS

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Michelle Seger
Diana Segura
Melissa Seifert
Margot Seigle
Lauren Seiple
Rosealynn Seitz
Sara Sell
Sumita Sen
Felicia Seow
Paloma Serra
Abhinav Seth
Yvette Sethy
Uma Shaan
Ruth Shaber
Elizabeth Shaddy
Ali Shafai
Armeen Shaidani
Ravi Shankar
Karthik Shanmugam
Nancy Shannon
Christine Shapcott
Aman Sharma
Jennifer Sharp
Patricia Sharp
Christy Shaver
Mousumi Shaw
Shyamali Shaw
Stephen Shaw
Susan Shaw
Christel Shea
Kaitlin Sheedy
Miranda Sheh
Emily Shenfield
Robert Sherer
Emerald Sherlock-Mold

Malikarjuna Shettannavar
Yuanming Shi
Jen Shields
Paige Shimer
Catherine and Rony Shimony
Mina Shin
Marianne Shine
Alan Shipman
Emily Shisler
Laura Shockley
Joyce Shoemaker
Sue Shoff
Daria Shor
Breanna Short
April Showalter
Sambid Shrestha
Darin Shreves

Ellena Sia
Qianhui Adeline Sia
Ivy Sichel
Elisabeth Siciliano
Kim Siders
Jennifer Siedun
Linda Sieffert
Katherine Siegler
Meike Siegner
Ani Sieler
Kenneth Siepman
Linda Sikes
Mary Sikora
Carol and David Silberstein
Abby Simmons
Charlene Simmons
Nicole Simon

Kit Sin
Lauren D. Sinclair
Gary Singer
Vicky Singer
Gurbir Singh
Ruth Singleton
Ashley Sinnott
Serra Sippel
Daniel C. Siques
Lynn Sissons
Kaitlyn Sitts
Maria Sjodin
Kimberly Skach
Christen Skaer
Maureen Skaggs
Kelley Skelton
Robyn Skinner
Jacqueline Slattery

Meghan Slaven
Michele Slawson
Meredith Slesinger
Jennifer Sloan
Ortwein
Catherine Smail
Lauren Smeets
Julia Smelansky
Deborah Smetts
Jessica Smietana
Amanda Smith
Amy Erica Smith
Carol Smith
Charlene Smith
Debra Smith
Hannah Smith
Harriet Smith
Holland Smith
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

DONORS

Jessica Smith
Judy Smith
Julie Smith
Kathy Smith
Laura Smith
Morgan Smith
Pamalee F. Smith
Valentyn Smith
Petr Smolovich
Katarzyna Sniegocka
Leslie Sniff
Jocelyn Snowdon
Cynthia Snyder
Jennifer Snyder
Mike Snyder
Rachel So
Hillary Sobel
Julia Sobel
Naomi Sobel
and Rabbi Becky Silverstein
Lee Sobralske
William Sockolov
Tyler Soldan
Romy Soleimani
Randi Solinsky
Alexandra Solomon
Daniel Solow
Min-Sun Son
Gwenda Soors
Elizabeth Sorenson
Sandra Soria
Carmela Sotera
Erika Soublet
Ryan Sowers
Te Spamova
Leslie Spangler
Sarah Spangler
Marcia Sparks
Anna Spector
Christopher Speet
Stephanie Spellbrink
Erin Spero
Ellen Sprenger and Joanna Kerr
Amanda Squires
Michael Srisuwan
Jessica Stamen
Wendy Stanley
Caitlin Stanton and Randy Trigg
Emily Stapleton
Tyler Starkey
Patrick Starling
Artur Stashkevitsh
Tina Steen
Alexandra Stein
Jordan Steinmann
Andrew Stellwag
Jessie Stepanian
Deanna Stephenson
Rebecca Stern
C. Stevens
Claire Stevens
Kimberly Stiegelbauer
Alexandra Stiles
Ben Stilson
Caroline Stoga Bagley
Jennifer Stoll
Andrea Stone
Daniel Stone
Madison Stoner
Kelsey Stottlemyer
Danielle Stouck
Elena Stoyanova
Bill Stoye
Lloyd Stradley
Kristina Strain
Aaron Strat
Cathy Stratoti
Emma Stratton
Mary E. Straub
Jennifer Strauss
Jill Strauss
Sarah Streit
Diane Strock
Diana Strzok
Alevtina Studenikina
Patricia Stump
Julia Stutts
Victoria Suarez
Sophia Suazo
Tamara Suiza
Anne M. Sullivan
Janet Sullivan
Kate Sullivan
Lucy Sullivan
Shada Sullivan
Corrina Summers
Wendy Summers
Vivek Sundarbabu
Judd Sunshine
Dani Swanson
Rebecca Swanson
Shalini Swaroop
Renee Sweet
Julie Sweetin
Karen Sykes
INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Carolyn Sylvan  
Scott Symes  
Ania Szary Berkowitz  
Joseph Szerejko  
Amanda Taft-Peaman  
Yvonne Tafuto  
Marsha Takemoto  
Carol Talley  
Mary Tam  
Victoria Tam  
Alison Tamborlane  
Beth Tamminen  
Ayumi Tanaka  
Caroline Tang  
Davis Tang  
Robin Tanner  
Maryam Taraif  
Sue Tart  
Thabea Taschner  
Michael Tayebi  
Alice Taylor  
Anavadya Taylor  
Jody Taylor  
Simon Taylor  
Amy Teague  
Claire Tebbets  
Elin Teich  
Elise Teichert  
Andriana Telehii  
Stephanie Tellis  
Edith Templeton  
Meaghan Tenbergen  
Anna Tender  
Stefanie Teng  
Vicki Testerman  
Therese Tetzl  
Alice Tevlin  
Michelle Thacker  
Vaidehi Thaker  
Rishitha Thalla  
Lynn Thanarajakool  
Jillian Theil  
Lena Theiler  
Christina Theodoro  
Georgina Themos  
Barbara Thibault  
Aarthy Thirumalai  
Pragadeeshwaran Thirimurthi  
Alice Thomas  
Bernard Thomas  
Bruce Thomas  
Cynthia Thomas  
Jacqueline K. Thomas  
Jen Thomas  
Kristine Thomas  
Lindsay Thomas  
Neysa Thomas  
Adam Thompson  
Martha Thompson  
Ryan Thornton  
Javier Torres  
Rose Torres  
Katheryn Ellen Toth  
Naz T Toundaj  
Tyler Townsend  
Olivia Trabysh  
Peter Trachtenberg  
John Tracy  
Barbara Trafficanda  
Rosie Tran  
Angelique Traverso  
Maureen Anne Traxler  
Jackelin Trevino  
Pannie Trifillis  
Jill Trimble  
Sanita Tripane  
Stéphane Trottier  
Ivy Truong  
Mary Suzanne Tuason  
Karl Tucker  
Karla Tucker  
Heidi Tuffias  
Malorie Tull  
Bonnie Tunick  
Kristin Turnacioglu  
Amanda Turner  
Celia Turner  
Kalina Todorova  
Rebecca Tolson  
Tonya Tolson  
Mindy Tom  
Saraswati Tomar  
Khristi Tomlinson  
Diane Tompkins  
Richelle Topping  
Jill Trimble  
Sanita Tripane  
Stéphane Trottier  
Ivy Truong  
Mary Suzanne Tuason  
Karl Tucker  
Karla Tucker  
Heidi Tuffias  
Malorie Tull  
Bonnie Tunick  
Kristin Turnacioglu  
Amanda Turner  
Celia Turner
DONORS

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Jennifer Turner
Lorraine and Robert Turner
Lisa Turocey
Katherine Turza
Catherine Tuxbury
Sarah Tybring
Johnson M. Tyler
Julie Tyler
Lindsey Tyner
Lisa Tyrrell
Myroslava Tyzkyj
Camila Uchoa
Soo Uhm
Deborah Uholik
Carmel Ulbrick
Carri Ullman
Christine Ullman
Glennys M. Ulschak
Johanna Umpierre
Margaret Underberg
Sarah Ungerleider
Katherine Uratek
Lyn Uratani
Olga Usova
Ren Ussery
Susan Vaill
Debra Vajda
Raymond Joe Valasek
Erline Valdellon-Mendoza
Debra Valentia
Laurence Vallens
Linda Valli
Heather Van Aelst
Pam Van Alstine
Janine van Doorn
Lidwin Van Kooten
Pat Van Schaick
Kristi Van Vleck
Derek Van Wagner
Andrea Van Wie
Ansga Van ZyI
Martin Vana
Laura Van Dale
Patience Vanderbusk
Heidi Vanderlaan
Pauline Vandeweghe
Melissa Van Kempen
Susan Vannucci
Kelly Vantassel
Elizabeth Varghese
Paul Varillon
Shubhang Varma
Nitin Vartak
Joe Vassallo
Melissa Vaughan
Nancy Vaughan
Jenny Vazquez-Newsum
Irene Vecchio
Pako Vega
Josh Vegors
Victoria Velarde
Brbara Velludo
Yeshua Veloz
Veera Venkatesh
Vedurumudi
Shannon Venos
Elisabeth Vezzani
Rae Victor
Storm Victor
Bill Vigna
Mythri Vijendran
Beatriz xVillalon
Garcia
Udai Vinesl
Michelle Vink
Karalyn Violeta
Angela Visconti
Patricia Viseur
Sellers
Sandra Vivas
Lauren Vlas
Thao Vo
Maria Vogelbacher
Sara F. Vogelpohl
Renée Vogen
Foujan Volk
Kathleen Volkcr
M. Alexis Volner
Artem Volobuiev
Anna Lisa Vust
Shanay Wade
Valerie Wade
Lidona Wagner
Jason Wagoner
Sharon Wai
Fong Wan
Johanna Wakolbinger
Amy Walborn
Patricia Waldron
David Walker
Jacinta Walker
Keisha Walker
Léonie Walker
Mary Walker
Ariana Wall
Eden Wall
Georgia Wall
DONORS

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Elizabeth Wallace
Dayle Wallien
Michelle Wallon
Wendy Wallskog
Brian Walsh
Pam Walsh
Sinead Walsh
Fan (Fiona) Wang
Patricia Wang
Susan Wang
Chris Ward
Joan Ward
B Wardlaw
Julia Parker
Wes Ware
Christina Warholic
Kailey Waring
Jana Warner

Julia Warner
Jessie Warren
Margo Warren
Lucy Wasdell-Bowyer
Elizabeth Washko
Barbara Washler
Melanie Wasserman
Christine Watchorn
Liz Watchorn
Cynthia Watkins
Anne Watson
Dorothea Watson
Geraldine Watson
Katherine Watson
Bess Katrina
Wattchow
Susan Wayne
Claire Weaver

Andreas Weber
Kris Weber
Pat Weber Sones
Angela Webster
Wendy Weden
Thomas Weed
Li Wei
Christiana Weilguni
Aaron Weiner
Sarah Weiner
Jeremy Weinstein
Rachel Weinstein
Gil Weinstock
John Weinstock
Stephanie Weintraub
Shala Weir
Judith Weis
Nathaniel Weisenberg
Elizabeth Weiss
Gloria Weiss
Judith Weiss
Janelle Weissman
David Welch
Christina Wellhouser
Sarah Wellman
Stacy Wenzel
Gail L. Werner
Martina Werner
Marissa Weselak
Erin Wessell
Marla West
Dorothy Westall
Lucy Westerfield
Katherine Weston
Ashley Weston

Courtney Wheeler
Ann Whelan
Jenny Whitchello
Cynthia Whitaker
Melanie Whitcomb
Ashley White
Eliza White
Lindsey White
Nancy White
Nicole White
Shelley and Jonathan White
Lisa Whiteman
Carl Whitman
Julia Whittaker
Jane Whittington
Kelly Wickersham
Jaylynn Widmark

Lindsay Wiebe
Callie Wight
Kim Wilbur
Annik Wild
Heidi Wilde
Katrin Wilde
Heather Wiley
Cameron Wilkie
Penny Willgerodt
Severine Willi
Betty Williams
Cathryn Williams
Erin Williams
Holly Williams
Jacob Williams
Jody Williams
Kevin W. Williams
Laura Williams
DONORS

INDIVIDUAL SUPPORTERS

Marilyn Williams
Ronald Williams
Steven Williams
Ruth Williamson
Terese Williamson
Laura Wills
Melanie Wilmesher
AnnaMae Wilson
Julie Wilson
Kristin Wilson
Terri Wilson
Tricia and Mark Wilson
Bethany Winans
Briana Winterborn
Abigail Wintker
Carolyn Wirth
Steven Wisbaum
Brittnie Witheford
Eileen Witherspoon
Patty Witkowsky
Noreen Witt
Sharon Witt
Philip Wittmer
Janette C. Wolf
Nicole Wolf
LilyGrace Wolfe
Madison Wommack
Alexis Wong
Lourdes Wong
Michael Kwok Wong
Min Tat Wong
Richelle Wong
Aaron Wood
Kate Wood
Rachel Wood
Robin Wood
Ursula Woodburn
Sallie Woodell
Jessica Wooden
Terry Woodrow
Larisa Woodruff
Cheryl Woods
Tonya L. Woolard
Haley Woolf
Shoshonah Woolf
Leslie Woolley
Rose Works
Jesse Wrenn
Kristina Wright
Patricia Wright
Rachel Wright
Kara Wuest
Jenny Wyant
Aaron Ximm
Bronwyn Ximm
Uday Yadav
Nanda Yadavalli
Sravani Yajamanam
Satoshi Yamada
King Yan Man
Jessy Yancey
Jenny Yang
Judy Yannavo
Tiffany Yap
Corinna Yazbek
Melissa Yee
Connie Yeh
Xin Yi Ang
Esther Yim
Denise Ynoa
Vivian Yong
Suran Yoo
Brandon Young
Rachel Young
Suzanne Young
Stephanie Youngblood
Melanie Yu
Michelle Yu
Si Yueyue
Stephanie Yung
Zinat Yusufzai
Zheralyn Zabat
Maggie Zacsko
Maxim Zaporozhtec
Leo Zehren
Janine Zeitlin
Ruth Zelaya
Courtney Zellmer
Margaret Zelonis
Angelique Zessin
Helen Zhou
Elizabeth Ziemann
Heather Zinger
Quinton Yves Zondervan
Amanda Zuber
Nicole Zuleta
Martin Zuniga
Jan Zurawski
Tanya Zurock
Demetria Zwierzynski
DONORS

MATCHING FUNDS

Many generous employees donated to UAF through their companies’ matching gift programs.

Agilent
Amazon
Ameritas
Applied Materials Foundation
Boeing
Chevron Matching Employee Funds
Dell Technologies
Gap Inc.
Give Lively Foundation
Google
Hewlett Packard Enterprise Foundation
Indeed
Intel Foundation
Levi Strauss & Co
LinkedIn
Microsoft
Microsoft Rewards / Give with Bing
Netflix
NVIDIA
Portland General Electric
Ross Gives Back
Samson Energy Company
ServiceNow
Shell Oil Company Foundation
ShoppingGives Donation
TIAA
TripAdvisor
Twilio
U.S. Accenture
US Bank Foundation
Vanguard
Elizabeth Seton High School
FeelGood Petaluma
URGENT ACTION FUND
FOR WOMEN’S HUMAN RIGHTS

SUSTAIN COURAGE
ELEVATE FEMINISM

SUPPORT WOMEN, TRANS, AND NON-BINARY ACTIVISTS
ACTING NOW FOR A MORE EQUAL AND JUST WORLD

Make a donation online at
www.urgentactionfund.org

Send checks to:
Urgent Action Fund
2601 Blanding Ave Suite C, #155
Alameda, California 94501 USA
415-523-0360